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ABSTRACT: The protocol presented here is to detect and kill orphan processes [1] in distributed computer systems effectively. That is it detects and kills the orphans when they are born. It does not waste any time to kill the orphans as the previous approaches do. All Remote procedure calls (RPC) [2][3][4] are recorded in the global log[5][6] which is associated with the monitor process[5][6] which is kept in the system to watch constantly the RPCs to find out the orphan computations. It is done by the monitor process which sends a token to those clients who participates in the RPCs and find out the active clients and abort [7] or crash processes [7]. The protocol is very much effective in the sense that the orphans are killed immediately after their birth. This protocol also handles the nested invocation [8] of RPCs. So, this protocol maintains data consistency [9] in the system and it avoids the wastage of valuable computer resources. All other approaches wait until the abort or crash process gets rebooted. Till the crash processes get rebooted, the orphans are active and make unwanted result which may lead to inconsistency [10] of data and moreover the wastages of valuable resources like CPU, memory and database etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The distributed systems always the problem of orphan computations, the computations whose results is no longer needed. It may happen by aborting the parent process that made the request to the server asking some service or a crash happens to the client who is responsible for the RPC. Many protocols are in the literature to deal with the orphan processes, but all the protocols are active after the rebooting of the parent node. Until then the orphan is allowed to run at the server site. Some protocols do not say anything about the nested invocation. Our protocol detects and kills the orphan process, the moment they are born. It also deals with the nested transaction. Here we listed three major previous approached which we find in the literature. Let us see the previous common approaches used to detect orphans in distributed systems.

1.1. Nelson’s Approach


- This app
- reach deals with only the crash orphans
- There is no notion of Nelson’s orphans viewing inconsistent data
- The first orphan detection scheme nelson proposed is extermination. This scheme delays the recovery from a crash until all orphans created by crash are tracked down and destroyed.
- The second approach put forward by Nelson is expiration. In this scheme, each process is assigned a time limit. If a process is still running when its time limits arrives, it is simply destroyed. This scheme sets a time bound an orphan can exist before being destroyed. Unfortunately, the expiration can lead to the destruction of non-orphaned processes.
- The final approach is reincarnation. In this scheme, each site maintains a crash count, which he calls an epoch. When a site recovers from crash, it increments its epoch number. The epoch number is piggybacked on every outgoing message from a site. When a site receives a message with a higher epoch number than its own, it destroys all its local processes and increases its own epoch number. Of course, this can result in non-orphan computation being destroyed. To correct this deficiency, Nelson proposes another scheme called gentle reincarnation. It works just like plain reincarnation does except when destroying processes at a site that has just received a higher epoch number on an incoming message. Instead of simply destroying processes, querying up the ancestor chain is done to ascertain if a process is indeed an orphan or not.
- Of all the orphan detection schemes presented, Nelson considers the combination expiration and extermination is the best.
1.2. Lampson’s Orphan Detection Schemes

As Nelson points out in his thesis, his orphan detection schemes are worked out versions of schemes proposed by Lampson [12]. Lampson also proposes additional scheme to those detailed in Nelson’s thesis, deadlining.

Deadlining is an enhancement of expiration, described in the last section. Instead of merely aborting a process when it reaches its time limit, querying is done up the ancestor chain to ascertain if the process is actually an orphan. If the process is not an orphan, its time limit is extended.

1.3. Allchin’s Method

Allchin [13] presents a system based on nested atomic actions. His algorithm is separated into two halves—an abort-orphan detection and crash-orphan detection.

Now we present a protocol to detect and kill orphan. It solves the problem of nested orphans; it reduces the time gap between the birth and killing of orphan process because the detection of orphan is done immediately after their birth by a message which is sent by the monitor process that tells the server to kill them off.

II. The Protocol

Here each and every request is logged at global log which is at the monitor process who monitors the entire RPCs of the system. To find out the active and passive clients, the monitor process sends a token to those clients to who made a request to get service from the servers. The token keeps a data structure which will have a status variable associated with all processes who made a request to the servers. The token revolve round the system and return back to the monitor process. The monitor process then finds out the active and abort or crash parent process by checking the status variable, initially the status variable associated with all client processes who made requests will be ‘0’ and if the client is alive, it will set the status variable to ‘1’.

Immediately after finding out the crash or abort clients, the monitor processes sends messages to kill the computations to the corresponding servers where the orphans are active.

In the protocol we have monitor end to indicate the global log and monitor where the all RPCs are recorded. The client end indicates the process which made an RPC to get service from the server process and the server end is to represent the server where the request of client process is fulfilled.

In the following session we present the pseudo code of the protocol and later we present an instance of the protocol diagrammatically in fig.1.

/*begin*/
Monitor end:
// it sends a token to those processes (client) who made requests to different servers to get services and waiting for the result. are active at client end to find whether parent process are active or not inorder to kill the corresponding orphan process which are active at server end
status variable:=0;
// initializes status variable
send token ()
client end receives token;
Case 1:
// client is active and send the token to next node
if client is active
{
    status variable := 1;
    send token ()
}
else
//client fails and the token do not send to the next node, here fail occurs after receiving the token and before updating it.
    {
        status variable:=0;
        !send token ()
    }
Case-2:
//client is active and after updating the token variable, the node fails, then token should not be transferred to the next node.
if client is active
{
    status variable:=1;
}
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client down;
!send token ()
}
else
//client fails and the token do not send to the next node, here fail occurs after receiving the token and before updating it.
{
status variable:=0;
!send token ()
}
Case 3:
//client is active, but the link between the client and server fails just after receiving the token and update its status variable to 1, then the token should not be transferred to the next node or monitor.
if client is active
{
status variable:=1
link fail;
!send token ()
}
else
//client fails and the token cannot be sent to the next node, here fail occurs after receiving the token and before updating it.
{
status variable:=0
!send token ()
}
!receives the token;
//client is down, and there will be no client to receive the token, so the status variable of that particular process will be ‘0’ and the token will be sent to the next node.
If the client is down
{
!receives the token;
status variable:=0;
}
Monitor end:
//do not receives the token back either link fail, node fail, or abort process, then regenerate the token and send through the network.
!receives token;
Send token ()
Monitor end;
// successful tour of the token gets back to the monitor and monitor check for the value of the status variable of each processes.
Receive token back.
if status variable ==0
{
status variable:=i[0]
//for process i
send kill (pi,j)
//function to kill process ‘i’ at server ‘j’
Server end:
receives kill message;
kill pi;
}
!send token ()
//the new token to be sent with new process details.
/end/

Continue this process as long as the global has entries. If global does not have any entry means that there is no RPC is made in the system. Here the complexity of the protocol depends on the number of clients participates in the RPC. If more the number, more time to be taken to evolve round the token through the
system. The token should also contain a time stamp parameter with it. The time stamp is used to set a time out in order to tackle the problem when the token is not coming back after the round through the system.

An instance of the protocol is depicted in the following fig.1. It shows only the RPCs and global log entry.

An instance of the protocol is depicted in the following fig.1. It shows only the RPCs and global log entry.
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Fig.1. shows how the RPCs and global log entries are made in the global log and monitor protocol.

In fig.1,

- Arrow indicates an RPC from client to server
- It indicates a log entry is being made by the client to the global log at monitor process
- It indicates a nested transaction that is being made from the server process to which a client has already made a request

### III. BOTTLENECK OF THE PROTOCOL

The problem with this protocol is that if the monitor process fails, then the entire system would not work at all. But, this can be overcome by replicating the monitor process or by select any other process as the monitor process. Any suitable algorithm can be used select the monitor processes among the processes. But the real problem here is none other than the number of RPCs. If more the number, then the performance should be affected. Because the a single tour of the token may take more time. During that period of time some orphan may be active there in the system.

The performance parameters are not only the number of RPCs, but the communication channel capacity, the time taken to set status variable value at the client site.

### IV. MERIT AMONG OTHER PROTOCOLS

The all other protocols to handle orphans are active only after the rebooting of the clients from where the request has been made. But, our protocol ensures that the detection and killing of orphan is done immediately after the birth of the orphan computation. It is possible by constantly monitoring the all scenario of RPCs in the system by the monitor process. Since all RPCs are entered in the global log including the nested transaction, this protocol is very efficient to detect and kill all orphans. The previous protocols never say any thing about the orphans generated by nested invocation.

### V. CONCLUSION

With this protocol the issues related with the orphan processes are resolved. That is, there is no inconsistency of data occurs nor any wastages of resources either. Because the orphans are killed the time they are born. There is no locking of resources by unwanted computations and hence there is no deadlock [14][15] of resources at all. But the bottleneck with this problem is that if the number of remote procedure call is more, then the time required to revolve round the token through the system is more. The problem associated with this is that during the period of token’s tour through the system the orphan may be active at the server site. But still it is far better than other approach because they kill the orphans only after the rebooting of the failed node. So, the protocol is very much effective, when the numbers of RPCs are not more in number.
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